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Abstract

Methods based on aerodynamics arc developed to simulate
and controi the motion of objeck in fluid flows. To simplify
the physics for animation, the problcm is broken down into
two parts: a fluid flow regime and an object boundary re-
gime. With this simplification one can approximate the re-
alistic behaviour of ohjecLs moving in liquids or air. il aiso
enabies a simpie way of designing and controlling animation
sequences: from a set of flow primitives, an animator can
design the spatial arrangement of flows, create Ilows around
obstacies and direct flow timing. ‘i’he approach is fast, sim
plc, and is easily fhted into simulators that rnodei objects
governed by classical mechanics. ‘i’he rncthods arc appiied
to an animatinn that involves hundreds of flexible Icavcs be-
ing biown by wind currents.

Keyw’nrds: Animaliorr, Simulation, Acrrxiynamics, [’iuid
Mechanics, i’low i’rimitives, Controi, Motion Design, Wind,
ieaves. CR (“atcgorics i.3.5, i.3.7, i.6.3, J.5.

INTRODUCTION

ilvery year leaves fail from trees and gather on the autumn
ground; winds biow and scat[er them in currents, wlliripoois
and eddies. ‘i’his charming motion is a corrscqucnce of
acrodynarnics: tile description of fiuid flow and iLs rclatirm
to the motion of srsiid objects.

An Aerodynamic Modci with Controi: Wc dcscrihc a fasl
aerodynamic way of rnode[ling and controlling Ihe motion
of many ficxibic objects in fluid currents in 3i>. Physics or
engineering applications would require numericai solutions
of fluid flow with immersed soiid objcct$. ilecausc animation
has less slringcnf. accuracy requirements, we can avoid
computational expense by dividing the system into two parts:
a linear flow regime and an object boundary rcgirnc. The
first ranges over ali space and the second is used in the ciose
vicinity of ohjccts. in the Iincat flrrw regime wc usc the an-
aiytic soiulions of the equations insleud of soiving for the
flow frumericaily. “i’hcse solutions define a SC{of flow
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primitives which arc given as ouid veiocily fields. Soiutions
such as vorticcst sinks and uniform ilows, can be Iineariy
mixed so ;]s 10 crcale a compiex ilow scenario. The primi-
tives enahlc tbc design and conlroi of animalion sequences.
“i’hc sccomi part of ti)c model is fJre interaction between the
Oow and the ohjecLs. ‘i’his is based upon simplified boundary
CITCCLS,titiit dcscrihc the forces exerted on object surfaces.
once Ihc fbrccs acting on objccfs are known, object motion
is governwi by Ncwtrmian mechanics.

i?eievernt Modckw i)arlicie based systems have nrimickcd the
visual appearance of tire [i 2], watcrfaiis, faliing snow [13],
and viscous jets [7]. Aithough these models have produced
slunning cfrccts they can orriy account for particle-like ob-
jects. Simui;Jtions of elasticity [11, 5, 8], have displayed the
Ilcxibility or individu;d objects; related models couid exhibit
the flappitlg motion nf flags in uniform wind fields [i4, 5].
Animation models of liquids, such as ocean foam [4] and
shailow waler [6] bavc displayed the visual appearance of
liquid surfaces, but arc not uscfui for rcprescnling internal
Ouid currents. Usuaily, models of nalurai phenomena are
too crrmplcx 10 bc applied by an animator using traditional
lcchniqucs; a numhcr of researchers have addressed this.
i’intado [10] (icscribcs an approach that aiiows the control
of ohjcct motion in non-physicai 2i) ficids, CMher mclhods
;illow anim; ~tinns to hc crrntroiied by geometrical constrains
(w op[ilrli T,;ltion [1 1, 2]. ilowcver, these techniques can be
nurncric.nlly intensive and become unwieldiy ror controlling
cwllcctions of rrbjccls with many degrees of freedom. in
summary, II)c abo~rc rnodcis do not explicitly address the
simlll;~liolt of nlany flcxibic ohjeck in dynamic fluid flows,
cnmbinml u ill) n fiIsI control method.

LINEARIZED FLUID FLOW

‘I’ltc mcclmnics of a fluid can be dcscribcd by the Navier
S[okcs cqu;]lion [3, Y]. ‘l’his can bc simplified in (he case
nl a iluitl tilat is A) inviscid, ii) irrotational (V x v = O) and
(;) incomimrsssiblc (V.v = 0). ‘i”his is a reasonable modei for
air at twrmal speeds when it dots not exhibit turbulence
[1]. i icrc v, is the velocity field of the fluid, describing the
magnittldc ;Jnci direction of the flow at every point. I’hc
simplified fitlid wrtisfics lhc i.aplacc cqualion

V,v = V.vif = v~r$ =0. (i)

‘i’i\c vciocily field is given by the gradient of the scalar po-
tctlliai v = V~J. Since (1) is a iincar ditTerential equa~ion, if
wc find ;uly two analytical soiutions then lbcir linear combi -
n;llinn is alsn a solution; the application of boundary condi-
tions ~hcn rcsuih in a physics/ srriution. ‘i”ypicaiiy, it is
rcquirc~i tbal the flow shouid bc A) uniform at infinity and
11) have no norm;ll cornprmcni at obstacle boundaries [9].
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Since solutions are analytic, we bypass the task of solving the
fluid equations numerically and provide a fast and simple
technique for creating flows for animation.

Flow Primitives: We call a velocity field that satisfies eq (1)
and the boundary condhions, a flow primitive. Given a set
of flow primitives, an animator can conslrucl more compli-
cated flows from these building blocks, in a manner similar
to that used by Sims [13]. In fact, the primitives provide a
physical basis for the “velocity operators” that he used to di-
rect particle systems. Our simplest primitive is um~orm flow:
the velocity lines follow straighl lines. other solutions in-
clude source, sink and vortex flows. A source is a point from
which tluid moves out in all directions; a sink is a point to
which fluid flows uniformly in all directions and disappears;
and fluid moves around a vortex in concentric circles (fig 1).
Using cylindrical coordinates, the potential and the velocity
field for a line of source at the origin, wilh strength a, is:

f$=+lnfi v,=*; VO=O; v,=(I. (2)

For a sink the constant a is set negative. A vortex at the
origin with strength b is given by:

4=*O; V,=(); b
‘@=G;

Vz = o. (3)

Flow Ohstaclcs: We can also use flow primitives to design
flows around Iargc solid obstacles, and to bound the spatial
extent of flows. obstacles can be built out of primitives that
arc strong enough to cause a main flow to be directed from
certain regions. Similar methods are used to study the flow
around obstacles such as airfoils [1]. Figure 3 shows the
c~cct of adding together a uniform flow with a point source.
I’his can bc (akcn to represent flow around a solid object.
No fluid flows across the “stagnation” flow line shown in
hold, so if a solid object with the geometry of the stagnation
curve were placed in Lhe fluid, there would be no flow across
ils surface. ‘his approach is faster than normal collision
dctectirm algorithms and allows the smooth and natural
tnotion of the objects as they interact with obstacles. The
method was used to crcatc the motion of leaves around ob-
stactcs such as slides or walls.
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Figure 1. A schematic diagram of the flow primitives.

Addition of Flows: Because the syslem is tinear (and hecausc
of a uniqueness theorem) if a flow satisfies eq (1) and has the
required properdes on object boundaries and at infinity, then
it is the correct solution [1, 9]. Thus (as in aerodynamics)
we can add the primitives to create more complicated flows:

v = VW,,(XJ,2) + v,in~(xJ,z) + v,o”r=(xJJ,z) + ....

-
-
Figure 2. The addition of uniform and vortex flow,

(4)

Figure 2 shows the flowlines that result from the addition of
a uniform flow with a vortex. The flow detincs the whole
temporal path of the fluid at the beginning, middle and end
of the motion. Since the positions and stzengths of the
primitives can be chosen, the approach allows for a simple,
physically-motivated way of designing the paths of objects.
Once objects are placed in the fluid, their t.rajcctorics have
already been determined hy the user to a first approximation.
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Figure 3. (;rcriting solid obstacles to flow using the addition
of primitives,

‘1’imcdcpcndent Flows: We can also model time-dependent
flows with the condition that changes to the primitives are
dircctcd hy ~orccs that are external to the system (user spec-
iticd). Although the time evolution of the forces may not be
physically based, the resulting flow at each frame will be.
‘I”imc-varyiog fields enable a user to change the flow lines,
by directitlg the positions of the primitives with time. This
gives a fhrthcr degree of control, allowing obstacles to move
and events to occur at specific times. Coupled with bounded
Iiclds, it cnahlcs the control of cof/ectimrs of objects to follow
sfsccificd paths,

OBJECT BOUNDARY REGIME

I)ividing the systcm into two regimes, Iincar flow and
boundary Iaycr, simplifies our general problem. For the
major parl fluids arc taken to behave as a linear inviscid
systcm; however, in the vicinity of objects we must include
boundary C(TCCLSsuch as viscous drag and pressure. In this
way forces cxcrtcd on the objects may be calculated.

Particles in Flows: A model for particles in flows can be
based on the Stoke drag equation. Tlds gives the force ex-
erted on a spherical particle with radius a, moving with rel-
ative vclncity v’ in a fluid with viscosity q as:

F = 67ruqv’. (5)

(iivcn ;I mass particle with velocity p, the relative velocity
with respect to a fluid velocity field v is: v’ = v – p. So from
cq (5) wc Mine the force on the particle as
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1; = d(vr. (6)
ilcre u represcnls  a coupling strengfi  hetwcen the flow and
the particles. Particles not moving at the fluid velocity  will
experience adjustment  forces until they do so. For u large,
particles  will he forced to track the flow closely,  as they
would in a viscous fluid (q large). If n = 0 then the fluid
fields have no effect  on the particles. The paramehzr d is
similar  to the ‘field  aflinity’  parameter used  to direct. particles
along 2D spline  fields by Pintado  [IO].

Figure 4. Side  view of a triangular  area in a fluid.

Objects in Flows:  Unlike  the cast or particles, the forces
acting on a surf’ace  depend on its area and orientation  with
respect  to the Ilow.  Surfaces  defining an object are divided
into triangular  patches  with a mass point at each vertex. The
relative velocity  of each particle  is resolved  into the normal
and tangential components with respect  IO the triangular
surface: v’ = v” + v’ (see fig 4). The normal component  of
the force is due to pressure  dikrence  between the front and
rear of the surface. It can be shown  that the force of’ a uni-
form flow with speed v and density  p, that strikes a flat sur-
face of area A, is given  hy:

F = pAv2. (7)

The tangential force component  is due a fluid with viscosity
moving across a surracc.  This is given by the viscous shear
stress times  the area.

where y is measured perpendicularly  from the object  surface
into the fluid. For a non-slip condition  we have at
y = 0, v = 0 and for y + 00, v + Y’. Typically  the velocity
profile  is parabolic, but in the vicinity of the surface  we may
take the velocity  gradient  to he linear: I; - A@. ‘l’hercfore
we write  the normal and tangential  forces as:

F” = u”Aw”,

F’ = a’&.
(9)

I” is the force experienced by a surface racing  into the fluid,
while  li’ is due lo the viscous drag of fluid flowing  across the
surrace. ‘I’his may be interpreted as a grneralixation  of eq
(6): a set of physically based  dynamic  control equations, that
detcrminc  the degree  to which ohjccts  lbllow the fluid.

Overall Approximations: In our model we have chosen  a
balance hctwecn physical  exactness,  cxccution speed and
control.  For example,  linearized  air flow cannot  cxltihil
Iurhulcncc  hul if WC used  a non-linear  system:  a) mixing

llow primitives would give non-physical  solutions, h) it would
hc numerically  intensive. Ohjccts in wind exhihit  complex
motion  mainly  due lo their geometry and the fluid-object
interaction  (little is due to the local turbulence  of the fluid
ilscll) so using  a linear  fluid is not unreasonable.  It should
also hc understood that dividing the system into two parts
results  in the flows a%cecting  the objccLc  and  not vice verm
‘Hiis holds  hcltcr for small objects, spaced relatively wide
apart.

APPLlCATlON

Simulation:  WC integrated the methods into a simulator  de-
vcloped by Norton [g], that models the flexibility  and frac-
ture of solids.  Objects are constructed of masses and springs
govcrncd hy Newtonian mechanics. The  evolution of a col-
lcction  of ohjccts  with time is carried out by integrating
1; = ma. I’ is the total force acting on a mass,  made  up of
conlrihuliotts  l?om  gravity,  spring  stretching  and  the ex-
lcrrial fluid forces:

F = Fgrov + Fq,i, + Fguid + .... (10)

‘I his dctcrmincs the accelerations rrom which the extrapo-
lntcd  vclocifics  and new posirions  can be calculated.

Motion  Design: ‘l‘o design an animation  of a collection of
objects  (Icaves)  heing blown hy wind,  we: I) Design leaf
geometries and construct them out of masses and springs.
2) Design :I set of wind fields that will define the motion
palha of Ihc ohjccti during a sequence.  3) Simulate  the mo-
tion and prcvicw the results.  4) If needed, make changes  to
lhc wind velocities,  fluid-object  interaction,  posilion of flow
primitives,  and Ihc number  of objects.

Ohjcct  (Zcomctry:  Our first test leaves were point  particles,
whose  rnolion in air was directed by eq (6). These were
useful  liar s&ng the overall  motion of collections of leaves
in air currents. To exhibit  individual  rotational  motion,  a
leaf was built 01~1  of masses and springs  using  the geometry
or‘six  triangles. ‘I’hc  leaf was duplicated  with slight  variations
in gcomctry, mass distribution  and stili&ss. Even in a uni-
form Ilow ohjccts  glide and twirl in a realistic way because
of’ the difTcrcnt  forces expcrienccd in the lateral and
I~mgcnliill  dir&ions  due lo eq (9).

Figure 5. I.cavcs hcinp  chased  by a garbage  bin.

Adding  I%w Primitives: IIy combining  field primitives (eq
(4)). whole motion pafhs  could he designed.  In an animation
srcp~encc ;I parhage hin chases  and then inhales lcavcs trying
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to escape.  Unirorm and vortex flows made leaves travel
along the ground  (fig 5) and then fly and twirl  up into the
air (fig 6). Finally, the leaves were funneled in by a cyclone
consisting of vortex and sink primitives coincident  with the
bin mouth  (fig 7).

Flow Obstacles:  Mixing and positioning  flow primitives,
enabled us to build large flow obstacles  around  which  leaves
would  travel. An animation sequence required  leaves to be
blown  up a slide. To do this,  a uniform field was used as the
main driving flow and leaves then passed over an obstacle
wedge  made out of fields that prevented  the flow lines from
penetrating  the slide gcomctry.  This enabled  the smooth
motion  of leaves blowing over the solid obstacle  (fig 8).

Figure 8. I.caves  being blow up and over a slide.
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